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Preface
In our view, there are fundamentally two different types of exchanges:
The ones that deal with fiat currency, and the ones those deal purely in crypto. It is the latter
one that we will focus on. Even though they are small now, we strongly believe that pure crypto
exchanges will be bigger, many times bigger than fiat-based exchanges in the near future.
They will play an ever more important role in the world of finance and we call this new paradigm
Cryptomind is a decentralized exchange.

building a world-class crypto exchange, powering the future of crypto finance to enable
transparent information flow.
Visit our website:
www.cryptomindex.com
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1. Problems
Some of the current crypto exchanges suffer from a number of problems:

•

Poor technical architecture
Many exchanges are "put together quickly", by good tech people, but who have little or no
experience in finance or in operating an exchange. They often choose the simplest
approach to get the system up and running. While this may work well in the beginning, as
traffic grows, the system will not able to handle the increased load. Exchange systems
need to be engineered from the ground up with security, efficiency, speed, and scalability
in mind. This often slows down the initial development but is critical for long-term success.
Our team has decades of combined experience building and maintaining world-class
financial systems that shape the economy. We understand how these systems are built
from the ground up.

•

Insecure platform
There are hundreds of exchanges that went down due to being hacked.
Cryptomind is built to high standards, audited, and penetration tested. We have
experience building financial systems to the highest security standards and strive to
ensure security first.

•

Poor market liquidity
Professional traders and normal users are significantly affected by this. Having a shallow
orderbook means high slippage when trading, which is very expensive for traders. Getting
miners, institutional investors and large traders into a new exchange is a chicken and egg
problem and requires a team with deep industry resources.
Cryptomind 's team have been in both the finance and crypto industry for many years. The
team has worked on and operated several exchanges, and have accumulated a large
network of partners in this space. These partners will be key to bootstrapping the
exchange.

•

Poor customer service
Traders are a different breed when it comes to users. Understanding the trader mentality
is vital for running a successful exchange. Money is on-the-line. Many exchanges service
traders as if they were running a social media site. A 3-second delay in seeing your friends'
status update would hardly be noticed, but on an exchange, the same would be
unacceptable, resulting in a torrent of user complaints.
In additional to the technology stack, Cryptomind is built with service in mind. Cryptomind
shares support responsibilities across the entire staff and company. When a trader has a
problem, they get an answer directly from someone who knows the system and not
someone reading from a script.
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•

Poor internationalization and language support
Blockchains have no borders. Most exchanges focus only on one language or one country.
Our international multi-lingual team has extensive working experience in North America,
Europe and Asia, and we can smoothly support the global market.

2. Crypto Exchange
2.1 Matching Engine
Our matching engine is capable of sustaining 1,400,000 orders / second, making
Cryptomind one of the fastest exchanges in the market today. You can be certain, on our
exchange, that your orders will never be stuck due to the matching engine being overwhelmed.

2.2 Feature Rollout
We will roll out the platform in roughly the following order:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spot trading
Margin trading
Futures
Anonymous instant exchange
Decentralized (on-chain) exchange
and more...

2.3 Coins
Cryptomind will support trading pairs in the following coins:
•
•
•
•
•

BTC
ΕΤΗ
LTC
NEO (ANS)
CR (Cryptomind Coin)

More coins will be added over time. We generally will only add coins that have strong credibility,
user base, and liquidity. If you have a coin that you wish to be listed on Cryptomind later,
participating in our ICO will help.
We have no plans to support any fiat currencies such as USD, RMB, JPY, or KRX.

2.4 Device Coverage
We will provide cross-platform trading clients for:
•
•
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Web-based trading client
Android native client

•
•
•
•

iOS native client (pending App Store review)
Mobile HTML5 client (including WeChat H5 client)
PC (Windows) native client
REST API

2.5 Multilingual Support
We will support English; more languages will be added over time.

2.6 Revenue Model
Cryptomind 's revenue will come from the following sources:

Source
Exchange Fee

Description
Cryptomind initially will charge a 0.2% fixed fee per trade. Other
variations will be subsequently introduced, including maker-taker,
volumed based tiering and 0 fee promotions. We have no plan to
charge above 0.2%.

Withdrawal Fee

Cryptomind may charge a small fee for withdrawals.

Listing Fee

Cryptomind will select innovative coins and other assets to be listed on
the exchange, there may be a fee associated with those listings.

Margin Fee

If you trade on margin, there may be a fee or interest on the borrowed
amount.

Other Fees

There may be other fees the platform may collect for various services
such as automated algorithmic order etc.

3. Cryptomind Coin (CR)
We will issue our token coin, called the Cryptomind Coin. A strict limit of 2Bil CR will be created,
never to be increased. CR will run natively on the Ethereum blockchain with ERC 20.

3.1 Token Allocation
▪
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Total Amount CR: 2,000,000,000

TOKEN ALLOCATION
ICO

Founding Team

Green Mining of Bitcoin

10%

50%
40%

3.2 ICO
The ICO will be done in BTC and ETH, on multiple platforms around the world.

3.3 ICO Schedule
All times below are China Standard Time (CST), UTC+8 hours.
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Confirmed start of the Cryptomind
project

2020-09-18
Initial draft white paper
completed, circulated to potential
angel investors
2021-01-22

Announce Cryptomind ICO plan, and
release whitepaper to general public.
2021-01-29

ICO starts (platforms will be
announced soon)
2021-02-22

Cryptomindex.com release v0.1 go live,
active trading begins
2021-02-30

ICO finishes, or whenever the coins
are sold out
2021-03-08

ICO will start from 3PM Jan 4st 2021, investors can purchase CR tokens in 3 phases on a firstcome, first-served basis until 1,000,000,000 tokens are sold. As each new phase starts, the price
will increase.
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Investors will receive CR tokens within 5 working days after the ICO finishes. The detailed
schedule is as below:

ICO Phase

1st week

2nd week

CST/GMT+8

15:00 Feb 22th –
15:00 Feb 30th

1ETH

22000 CR

3rd week

15:00 Feb 30th –
15:00 Mar 8th

15:00 Mar 8th –
15:00 Mar 12th

21800 CR

1BTC

21200 CR

Based on market price

3.4 CR Value & Repurchasing Plan
You can use CR to pay for any fees on our platform, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Exchange fees
Withdraw fees
Listing fees
Any other fee

When you use CR to pay for fees, you will receive a significant discount:

Discount Rate

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

5th year

50%

25%

12.5%

6.75%

no discount

3.4.1 Repurchasing plan
Every quarter, we will use 20% of our profits to buy back CR and destroy them, until we buy 50%
of all the CR back. All buy-back transactions will be announced on the blockchain.
3.4.2 Decentralized Exchange
In the future, Cryptomind will build a decentralized exchange, where CR will be used as one of
the key base assets as well as gas to be spent.
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3.5 CR Vesting Plan for the Team

After 1
year:
20%

After 3
year:
20%

Initial
release:
20%

After 2
year:
20%

After 4
year:
20%

3.6 Staking
All blockchains have one thing in common: transactions need to get validated. Bitcoin for example
does this in a process called mining which is known to use a lot of electricity (Proof-of-Work).
There are, though, other consensus mechanisms that are used for validation. Proof-of-Stake
(PoS) is one such consensus mechanism that has several variations of its own, as well as some
hybrid models. To keep things simple, we will refer to all of these as staking. Coin staking gives
currency holders some decision power on the network. By staking coins, you gain the ability to
vote and generate an income. It is quite similar to how someone would receive interest for holding
money in a bank account or giving it to the bank to invest.
One of the major benefits for staking coins is that it removes the need for continuously purchasing
expensive hardware and consuming energy. The system offers guaranteed returns and a
predictable source of income, unlike the proof-of-work system where coins are rewarded through
a mathematical process with a low probability of paying out. Another benefit is that the value of
your staked coins doesn't depreciate unlike with ASICs and other mining hardware. Staked coins
are only affected by market price fluctuations.

3.7 How are staking rewards calculated?
There’s no short answer here. Each blockchain network may use a different way of calculating
staking rewards. Some are adjusted on a block-by-block basis, taking into account many different
factors. These can include:
•
•
•
•
•

how many coins the validator is staking
how long the validator has been actively staking
how many coins are staked on the network in total?
the inflation rates
other factors
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For some other networks, staking rewards are determined as a fixed percentage. These rewards
are distributed to validators as a sort of inflation compensation. Inflation encourages users to
spend their coins instead of holding them, which may increase their usage as cryptocurrency. But
with this model, validators can calculate exactly what staking reward they can expect.
A predictable reward schedule rather than a probabilistic chance of receiving a block reward may
look favorable to some. And since this is public information, it might incentivize more participants
to get involved in staking.

3.8 Staking on Cryptomindex
In a way, you could think of holding your coins on cryptomindex as adding them to a staking
wallet, However, there are no fees, and you can also enjoy all the other benefits that holding your
coins on cryptomindex brings!
The only thing you have to do is hold your PoS coins on cryptomindex and all the technical
requirements will be taken care of for you. The staking rewards are usually distributed at the start
of each month. Some of the supported assets include Cr (Cryptomind coin) TROY, QTUM, Xtz,
...

3.9 What are the risks of earning passive income with crypto in all
exchanges?
Buying a low-quality asset: Artificially inflated or misleading return rates can lure investors into
purchasing an asset that otherwise holds very little value. Some staking networks adopt a multitoken system where the rewards are paid in a second token, which creates constant sell pressure
for the reward token.
User error: As the blockchain industry is still in its infancy, setting up and maintaining these
sources of income requires technical expertise and an investigative mindset. For some holders,
it might be best to wait until these services become more user-friendly, or only use ones that
require minimal technical competence.
Lockup periods: Some lending or staking methods require you to lock up your funds for a set
amount of time. This makes your holdings effectively illiquid for that time, leaving you vulnerable
for any event that may negatively impact the price of your asset.
Risk of bugs: Locking up your tokens in a staking wallet or a smart contract always carries the
risk of bugs. Usually, there are multiple choices available with various degrees of quality. It is
imperative to research these choices before committing to one. Open-source software might be
a good starting point, as those options are at the very least audited by the community.
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3.10 What is Lending in exchanges?
Lending is a completely passive way to earn interest on your cryptocurrency holdings. There are
many peer-to-peer (P2P) lending platforms that allow you to lock up your funds for a period of
time to later collect interest payments. The interest rate can either be fixed (set by the platform)
or set by you based on the current market rate.
Some exchanges with margin trading have this feature implemented natively on their platform.
This method is ideal for long-term holders who want to increase their holdings with little effort
required. It is worth noting that locking funds in a smart contract always carries the risk of bugs.

3.11 What is Running a Lightning node?
The Lightning Network is a second-layer protocol that runs on top of a blockchain, such as Bitcoin.
It is an off-chain micropayment network, which means that it can be used for fast transactions that
aren’t immediately transferred to the underlying blockchain.
Typical transactions on the Bitcoin network are one-directional, meaning that if Alice sends a
bitcoin to Bob, Bob cannot use the same payment channel to send that coin back to Alice. The
Lightning Network, however, uses bidirectional channels that require the two participants to
agree on the terms of the transaction beforehand.
Lightning nodes provide liquidity and increase the capacity of the Lightning Network by locking
up bitcoin into payment channels. They then collect the fees of the payments running through
their channels.
Running a Lightning node can be a challenge for a non-technical bitcoin holder, and the rewards
heavily depend on the overall adoption of the Lightning Network.
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